
FUN WEEK  
JULY 23RD TO JULY 27TH 2007 

 
Twenty children aged six to sixteen arrived for the first day of fun sailing.  The weather was overcast with a 
light to moderate wind with occasional gusts.  The day began with a free sail, giving the organisers, David, 
Elizabeth and Pam, a chance to assess the sailing skills of the group.  A team relay race was followed by the 
ball collection game, everyone’s favourite.  The Topper sailors then enjoyed an informal race while the 
Oppie sailors played Hare and Hounds.   Some of the sailors finished the day with capsize drill.   
 
Tuesday was perfect for sailing with sunny skies and a moderate wind with occasional gusts.  Big Chris, the 
Elliotts and Pam organised a rigging race while David and Elizabeth posted letters on the buoys for our 
second game, collecting letters to make a word.  A ball collect took us up to lunchtime.  After lunch all 
sailors worked on improving their skills.  Everyone enjoyed a game of Vikings, with the most organised 
team winning.  The wind had strengthened during the day and we had several capsizes where masts stuck in 
the mud.  The end of the day capsize drill improved everyone’s chances of recovering their boats quickly 
and without problems. 
 
The wind had strengthened considerably by Wednesday with a force 3 to 4 wind with occasional gusts.  It 
was just as well that we had practised capsizing.  The day’s events began with a treasure hunt with sailing 
questions.  There were points for the most skilful sailors and the sailors with most knowledge.  The children 
then enjoyed free sailing until lunchtime.  After lunch, the Toppers improved their skills while the Oppies 
followed the leader and had a round the island race.  Some of the children sailed all day while others took a 
little break for rain.  At the end of the day everyone was too exhausted for the usual capsize drill. 
 
Fifteen hardy sailors turned out on Thursday and thirteen brave souls sailed.  This was survival weather, 
with the wind at force four to five, gusting six.  There was some rain during the day.  The children sailed a 
triangular course, had a relay race and free sailed.  Seb and Lawrence were brave enough to sail with a full 
sail.  Scott loved the wind and said it was his best day sailing ever.  Tristan partnered him throughout the 
day.  Saskia sailed the Oppie on her own all day, despite capsizing.  William remained unflappable and Clio 
and Catherine were serene.  James was stoic, Joel was a great crew, Joe was brave and Ian was the drama 
king.  Jason helped with the rescue boats and Miles stood by.   
 
Emily, our most competent sailor, returned on Friday, having blown her chances of gaining enough points to 
win the Topper class by missing the excitement on Thursday.  We were glad to see Alice, Ella, Abbi, Lizzie 
and Josh who also missed all the fun in the desperate weather.  However, there was plenty of fun to be had 
in the sunshine on our last day’s sailing.  Twenty one children took part.  All of the children and David had 
turned up in pirate outfits.  It was very hard to decide on a winner, but it had to be Lawrence Smith with 
Catherine Smith as runner up.  We began sailing events with a swimming and rigging race, organised by old 
Funweekers, Tim Elliott, Chris Elliott, Rachael Elliott, Russell Jones and Andy Fielder.  Pam, Elizabeth and 
David tried to keep things relatively calm by organising a race with quiz question.  Big Chris left his rescue 
boat duties to tend the barbeque.  The parents put on a great feast for us all – the Broadwater Blackberry 
Fool was especially delicious.  Following lunch, we judged the model boats, with Alice and Ella winning 
the prize for the best looking boat.  In the race, it was beaten by the floating kitchen sink entered by Seb and 
the Devereux family.  Everyone one had made a huge effort and, once again, judging the most attractive 
boat was very hard.  For a special treat, Roger Prior donated his old life raft, which was inflated by Greg and 
the old Funweekers.  It took a lot of punishment before the end of the day.   
 
At this point in the week, mayhem takes over and all semblance of order disappears.  We had a thoroughly 
enjoyable water fight.  Elizabeth was thrown into the water by Russell and the Elliotts and Pam was 



submarined by Andy Fielder.  There were some vicious looking water weapons.  The Benton and Robertson 
girls were particularly well tooled up.   
 
Order restored, we finished with prizes and certificates.   
 
Pam Hart 
 

Have your say – send your article about fun week to the Broadwater web site. 

 
NAME  2007 AGE MON TUE WED THUR FRI TOT 

CLIO HARMAN 16 4 11 5 10 7 37 

MARTIN JAMES 14 4 10 2 6 9 31 

ABBI ROBERTSON 14 7 9 5 * 7 28 

LAWRENCE SMITH 14 5 9 8 10 6 38 

EMILY BENTON 13 7 12 7 * 8 34 

CHRISTOPHER CLARE 13 ? * * *   

CATHERINE SMITH 13 5 * 4 10 7 26 

SEBASTIAN DEVEREUX 12 3 5 7 10 6 30 

ALICE BENTON 11 2 9 6 * 7 24 

ELLA ROBERTSON  11 2 10 2 * 7 21 

TRISTAN DEVEREUX 10 3 8 8 11 7 37 

JOE GROOMBRIDGE 10 4 7 5 10 7 41 

SCOTT KILBEY 10 3 7 10 11 8 39 

SASKIA DEVEREUX 9 3 6 7 11 7 34 

JOEL GREGORY 10 3 9 * 10 7 29 

WILLIAM HARMAN 9 3 12 4 10 7 36 

IAN JAMES 9 8 8 7 6 4 32 

JASON KILBEY 9 4 11 8 3 6 31 

JAMES STONE 7 8 10 5 9 7 39 

MILES DEVEREUX 6 4 9 3 2 0 18 

LIZZIE SIMPSON 11 * 9 6 * 6 22 

JOSH SIMPSON 10 * 8 7 * 6 21 
 
 
TOP TOPPER JOE GROOMBRIDGE 

TOPPER RUNNER UP SCOTT KILBEY 

 

TOP OPPIE  JAMES STONE 

OPPIE RUNNER UP WILLIAM HARMAN 

 

TOP GIRL  CLIO HARMAN 



THE PERSON MOST LIKELY 
 

Chosen from your nominations with help from Elizabeth and Pam.  More than one nomination 
indicated in brackets. 

 
To represent England at sailing    LAWRENCE(2) 
To sail around the world      TRISTAN  
To become Prime Minister      JASON(2) 
To succeed in business      SCOTT (3) 
To become a pop idol      ABBI(2) 
To become a TV wildlife presenter    JOSH 
To work with children      LIZZIE 
To be happy with whatever they do    JAMES 
To be in the Big Brother House    ELLIOTT FAMILY(2) 
To be a member of the crew of The Black Pearl  JOE(2) 
To be the next but one James Bond   SEB 
To be a Blue Peter presenter    JOEL(2) 
To be Commodore of Broadwater Sailing Club  EMILY 
To marry Prince William     ABBI(2) 
 
***************** 
The happiest sailor      CATHERINE(2) 
The cutest sailor       MILES(4) 
The one with the most beautiful eyes    SASKIA 
The most fashionable sailor    ABBI(2)__EMILY(2) 
The biggest rule breaker      IAN(4)  
The biggest risk taker      MARTIN(2) 
The most improved sailor      ELLA 
The kindest helper       CLIO 
The sailor least likely to panic    WILLIAM(3) 
The loudest sailor      IAN(2)  
The one with the smartest hair do    ALICE 
The one with the wildest hair do    MARTIN(3) 
The wettest sailor       SEB(3) 
The sailor most likely to choose a broken boat   ALICE  
The sailor you’d most like as your crew    CLIO 
The person most likely to marry Miles   EMILY(4) 
 
 


